
†   POSITION YOURSELF   ¢

Greetings future Upper East Sider, take the 
world of your favorite (and not so favorite) Elites 
into your own hands and spread the gossip as 
Me, try to uncover my identity as a 
known Upper East Sider or create 
your own place in the world with 
Serena, Blair and the rest of the 
crew.  Pick the identity that best 
dresses you. But don’t forget, I’m 
always watching, xoxo.

XOXO
BECOME

GOSSIP GIRL

Game Basics

Although the world of the Upper East Side is enticing and 
fabulous, players will engage in a virtual world that is 
instigated by gossip and schemes.  Targeting pre-teen and 
teens (unrestricted by gender), the game provides 1) an 
outlet for the unhealthy world of cliques 2) experience on 
both sides of the gossip and 3) opportunities to see the 
consequences of their own decisions play out in a virtual 
setting with both known and unknown gammers.  

Players also must build relationships with other characters 
(even a Gossip Girl) in order to collaboratively uncover the 
roots of secrets, gather glimpses of the truth and restore 
order to the Upper East Side. Each level functions around a 
central message, distributed via text to your character’s 
phone, from GG that creates the need to uncover secrets and 
get closer to finding the identity of Gossip Girl (or hiding 
herself more successfully).  It is a game of strategy and 
attention to detail.  

The game provides three entry points into the virtual world, 
and players have the option of experiencing it from all three 
potential perspectives, which, in turn, creates awareness of 
social interactions and consequence. Though it is based upon 
both the book series and TV series Gossip Girl, players are 
able to manipulate scenarios beyond the confines of the 
previously published story lines; however, the preliminary 
levels are based solely on the series in order to provide 
players with an understanding of how to build strategies, 
relationships and character identity.

There are 10 levels for players to progress through, and 
players can build layers with submissions of rumors/schemes 
to the group pages for a multifaceted experience within each 
level.  Players can also experience each level from the three 
entry points without repeating schemes because 1) they are a 
different character and 2) players submit scenarios for each 
level to maintain living bank of schemes/rumors to explore 
(if the character is GG, they create/select a level message to 
begin the level with the participating characters.

Learning Outcomes

Active and Critical Learning: players create strategies, 
build relationships, and uncover patterns

Self Knowledge/Identity: players gain an awareness of 
their interpersonal interactions, which could transfer into 
interactions beyond the virtual world

Meaning/Knowledge is dispersed inside and outside 
the setting of the game

Players participate in an extended engagement

Cultural models about the worlds are depicted

Transfer from earlier experiences is possible to new 
levels

Progress is multifaceted

Multimodality is present: image, text, interactions, 
sound etc.

“Pyschosocial Moratorium”: players can take risks in a 
space where consequences are lowered.

**Derived from James Gee’s Learning Principles**
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Don’t Get Caught, xoxo

This is an interactive game. Network with your 
closest friends (but are they really on your side?) 
and enter the virtual world for the most exciting 
rendezvous.  Good luck playing catch up when you 
step outside of the Upper East side.  The world can 
change in a New York Minute.

Keep in mind how the gossip and the 
schemes affect the characters 
(yourself and others).  Can you 
change the kind of Gossip that is 
spread? What are the 
consequences of the actions of 
other players? What are the 
consequences of your actions? Is 
it all worth it? 

Enter the Upper Eastside
Orchestrate the Gossip

Everybody wants to reveal my identity, can you 
handle being me? Be Gossip Girl and give the 
Upper East Side a glimpse into their darkest 
desires.  Be careful, no one is your friend; be ready 
to out even your most trusted source. It’s all gossip 
after all. Snap pics of Blair and Serena for extra 
points and find angles to disrupt all the fabulous 
balls and parties.  You are not here to show their 
sweeter sides. How can you use their actions to 
make life exciting?  

Become your Favorite Character

Take on the identity of the character of your choice,  
try to keep me from catching you in the most 
unfortunate of positions. As a pre-existing Upper 
East sider, you will get hot on my trail, but be 
careful, I’ll send you on a wild goose chase if you 
don’t pay close attention. Don’t forget I am the 
master of disguise at this masquerade ball. Who am 
I? I’ll never tell. Find me out? You get to decide 
how gossip spreads next.Pre-existing characters 
embody qualities of the character in the series.

Create your Dream Character

Become a long-lost Rhodes family member, bring a 
Bass into the lime light or surprise the Waldorfs as 
a hidden sibling of Blair. You will be my biggest 
scandal.  How could they have forgotten little old 
you? Where have they been hiding you? And, more 
importantly, why?  Other characters in the game 
will reveal secrets you didn’t even know about 
yourself.  Sleep with one eye open my dear, 
unknown family members bring out the worst in 
the Upper East Side.  They might take you in and 
give you the life you’ve always dreamed of, but they 
could just as easily exile you and ruin your 
reputation before you even get started. Rumor has 
it...you could get your cut of the Rhodes fortune if 
you play your cards right; take over the Bass 
Empire; uncover a hidden Humphrey fortune; gain 
an undiscussed dowery or decide your own fortune.

CharactersCharactersCharacters

Blair Chuck Tripp

Serena Dan Dorota

Charlie Nate Georgina

Lily Rufus Vanessa

Eleanor Louis Jenny

Beyond the Confines of the Game

Submit your best Blair Waldorf (or any other 
character) schemes as they play out for a chance to 
see them appear in the next season. Don’t forget to 
create your very own Gossip Girl data port when you 
register your game so we can follow you, your 
schemes and your scandals, and you can interact with 
other players outside the virtual Upper East Side. 
You can even get our texts on your smartphone.


